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About This Game

Are you ready to play a adorable tower defense game?
Miniature TD provides unconventional experience for you.

Build towers to defend your base from cute monsters.
Use the Oculus Touch to grab a tower and place it on the floating map.

Don’t passively watch the towers – pick a weapon and join the battle yourself. Use a flamethrower to fire explosives at the
monsters, or use a hand cannon to bombard the enemy wave. Use the magnifying glass to inspect the battleground.

There are three modes to play:

Classical mode :Reminiscent of a traditional tower defense game, the classic map has two entrances and one exit. You should
defeat the surging enemies in dark dungeon. The map has several curved paths, so place your towers strategically!

Endless mode : : See how long you can last against an endless wave of monsters. It’s important to eliminate monsters swiftly
before their numbers build up. Succeed by taking advantage of both long range and short. range towers.

In addition, infinite wave mode is prepared for player that monster’s HP is increasing step by step when all stages are cleared.
Challenge your limitation!
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Title: Miniature TD - VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Reality Reflection
Publisher:
Reality Reflection
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: intel i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970, Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Required

Additional Notes: Windows Media Player Required

English
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This is the best TD game I have played in a very long time, also super addictive please support this Dev very good job.. While
the game is indeed quite hard, I've very much enjoyed playing it. Still trying to beat the first level but getting closer and closer to
wave 23. It would be nice to be able to scale the map up so you feel like you are really there.. Bad! i did not like it way to many
bugs lagy and boring no good pictures missleding WANT MY MONEY BACK STEAM
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